Celebrating Sean Allerton – by Victoria Panton Bacon
Sean Allerton knows, more than anyone, the bitter chill of a Royal Air Force runway on a windy day.
When he signed up to become an RAF gunner in the mid 1980’s he had no intention of spending any time on
runways, apart from when safely seated in the warm cabin of an aircraft flying to, or returning from, exercises
and operations. Indeed, the nine years that followed his acceptance into the RAF aged 19 were exciting but no
more remarkable, or unusual, than that of his friends in his Corps.
However, on 28th October 1993, whilst serving at RAF Akrotiri in Cyprus, everything changed for
Sean. He was fearfully injured in a motorcycle crash; narrowly escaping death but left tetraplegic, after being
thrown from the bike he was on, over the driver, and breaking his neck and losing the use of all of his limbs. He
said:
“Immediately after the accident I spent three days in hospital in Cyprus whilst I was expected to die. I
was then given a ‘Medevac’ flight to the UK, a day at RAF Wroughton, then I was helicoptered up to
Pinderfields Hospital. I don’t remember any of this, even though I have been told I was conscious and talking.
I can’t recall much of the first 6 – 8 weeks except for fleeting memories, because I had amnesia. I then spent 50
weeks at the Regional Spinal Injuries unit at Pinderfields, in Wakefield.
My family visited every day, and my mum told me that I’d never walk again. One day I replied
“Bu**er, that’s ruined my career in football” – which I didn’t play anyway. You just have to accept it – no
amount of sulking/crying/complaining will change a single thing. Very early on I realised there were only two
possible outcomes; sink, or swim.”
10th January 2022 marks the halfway-point in Sean’s life when – precisely at 4pm - he has spent half
of his life ‘disabled’. This milestone, above all anniversaries since that definitive day, is more poignant than any
other because it marks the point in his life where, having spent more time in a wheelchair than out of it, Sean
will have to begrudgingly accept his disability. Some of us might not choose to draw attention to such a
moment – but not Sean. He told me he will be ‘celebrating’ his ‘unusual life’ on a runway, at RAF Linton-OnOuse – hoping the wind will be behind him as he pushes himself in his chair around the station, in snow, rain,
wind or shine.
He plans to push himself for just a token mile or so; but as his gloved hands spin the wheels of his
trusty chariot the distance he covers will be added to the 2111 miles he has pushed over the past 10 years along
many RAF runways and perimeter tracks up and down the country (and abroad). His ‘pushes’, which were
inspired by the “500 Miles” song by Scottish brothers ‘The Proclaimers’, have so far raised over £42,000 for
RAF charities, and amputee children in developing countries; and he is looking to the future to raise much more.
Sean, because of what happened to him, is – quite simply – immensely grateful for every day that he
has, and he is grateful too that he has found a way to live his life with meaning and purpose by being able to
give something back to those who have helped him and hopes – above all – that what he does will encourage
others to believe in themselves. Sean is also an officer with the RAF Air Cadets, encouraging future generations
with experiences built up whilst serving in the RAF and beyond.
Sean Allerton is reluctant to let me describe him as ‘amazing, brave, inspiring, humble, courageous’ etc
– but he is all of those things. He sets humanity a wonderful example and I am delighted to have this
opportunity to ‘congratulate’ him on this special, extraordinary milestone.
Congratulations Sean and thank you!
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